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PREFACE

This project started a number of years ago when Carole Levin was reading a book about early mod-
ern England and saw the name of a woman with whom she was not familiar and started to look her 
up. She thought, wouldn’t it be great if one could pull a book off the shelf that consisted of short 
biographies of a multitude of early modern English women. She shared this idea with Anna Riehl 
Bertolet, and they embarked on the project. Both Carole and Anna wish to thank Michele Osherow 
for her help at the beginning of the project, and are so grateful that Jo Eldridge Carney came on as a 
third editor – and for all the excellent work she did – as this encyclopedia was nearing its completion.

Instead of following a layout of a traditional encyclopedia, we decided it would be more exciting 
and useful if the women were grouped by category. This arrangement would allow readers to find 
women who were writers, translators, printers, editors, entrepreneurs, artists, musicians, entertainers, 
criminals, litigants, needleworkers, prostitutes, women at court, witches, scholars, a range of differ-
ent religious women, philanthropists, women considered mad, immigrants, and expatriates. All the 
women in this encyclopedia had at one time or another been in England. Many spent their lives in 
England, but some moved to England as children or adults, or just visited there. As well as the many 
women in more public roles, we also wanted to include women who were known especially as moth-
ers, daughters, wives, and widows, and this became one of our biggest categories. We also have the 
category for women who were mistresses. Because many women cannot be categorized in only one 
area, we have a number of “see alsos,” but we do realize the limits as well as the open possibilities of 
our categories. Each category has its own introduction.

We envision this dictionary as a potent teaching and research tool that can help to answer some 
questions, but also, more importantly, lead our audience to inquire about the lives of early modern 
woman at a greater depth and breadth. Indeed, although we included over 800 women in this col-
lection, we see this as only the beginning of finding and identifying early modern English women. 
We hope this collection encourages others to keep finding more women in the folds of history and 
making their stories heard.

Carole Levin, Anna Riehl Bertolet, Jo Eldridge Carney
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1

1

ARTISTS, MUSICIANS, AND 
ENTERTAINERS

That there are relatively few women in this category speaks less to the creative potential of women and 
more to social and cultural notions about female modesty and decorum. Indeed, an ideal upbringing 
for many young women of the middle and upper classes included attention to drawing, needlework, 
calligraphy, and music, but these skills were largely intended to be shared only in carefully circum-
scribed domestic spaces.

In the fine arts, women began to establish careers as miniaturists or portrait painters, typically 
trained first in their fathers’ workshops and then supported by aristocratic or royal patronage as they 
developed their own reputations. Many women were encouraged to acquire expertise at playing the 
viol, lute, virginals, and other musical instruments, but performances were typically confined to small, 
intimate settings. A more visible and sanctioned form of entertainment was the role of the court or 
household fool, a person valued more as an object of amusement than talent. By the beginning of the 
seventeenth century, however, women were increasingly claiming ownership of their artistic works 
and moving toward public performances in local venues and in the court masque. The achievements 
of the women included here signal this emergence of artistic women from the private to the public 
and professional.

See also:
Elizabeth Withypoll Lucar
Jane Seager Plumtree

MARY CRADOCK BEALE (1633–1699)

The first important woman portrait painter in England, Beale exercised unusual personal freedom 
and seemed unself-conscious about it, as illustrated by her “Essay on Friendship” in which she argued 
for the equality of men and women in friendship and marriage. She was the daughter of a Puritan 
rector and, even before her marriage on 8 March 1652 to Charles Beale, a member of a leading Puri-
tan family, she had gained a reputation as an artist. The couple lived near Covent Garden, then Hind 
Court, Fleet Street, and finally settled next to the Golden Ball, Pall Mall. Her studios became salons. 
On Hind Court regulars included rising scientists, clergymen, and men in a variety of professions. 
Thomas Flatman, the esteemed miniaturist, became one of Beale’s intimate friends, and he encour-
aged her and referred clients to her.

Artists, musicians, and entertainers



Figure 1.1 Mary Beale, by Thomas Wright, after Mary Beale, 1820

 Source: NPG D30434 © National Portrait Gallery, London
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The Pall Mall studio was frequented by young intellectuals, and while residing there, she had a wide 
clientele from among the fellows of the Royal Society, the aristocracy, and clergy and, as the fashion for 
portraits and miniatures spread, from the gentry. She became a friend of Peter Lely, the court painter, 
and was patronized by Charles II. Lely dined with the Beales, allowed her to study his techniques, and 
introduced her to influential people. Her skill and reputation as a miniaturist grew rapidly, and among 
them are beautiful portraits of Lely and of the poet Elizabeth Singer Rowe as a young woman.

After his career as clerk in the patents office faltered, Charles had become her business manager 
and became highly skilled at preparing her colors. She developed a style that used light and strong 
contrast in tones to give unusual luminosity that drew attention to faces and created expressiveness. 
Her backgrounds were usually dark but with considerable texture created by a series of shadows and 
complementary, varied colors. The striking portrait of Bishop Gilbert Burnet (1691) is a fine exam-
ple. Charles came to have great skill in creating earth tones, some made from unusual and expensive 
ingredients like ground glass and urine from cows fed mango leaves. A sign of her success are charges 
for the most expensive ingredients, such as £4 10s for an ounce of lapis lazuli to make ultramarine. 
She died at her Pall Mall home and is buried at St. James, Piccadilly.

Paula R. Backscheider

For further reading

Beale, Charles. Notebooks in the Archives of the Bodleian, Oxford, and the National Portrait Gallery.
Vigué, Jordi. Great Women Masters of Art. New York: Watson-Guptill, 2002.
Walsh, Elizabeth and Richard Jeffree. The Excellent Mrs. Mary Beale. London: Inner London Education Authority, 

1975. Includes a list of 160 of her works with locations.

SUSANNA HORENBOUT [HORNEBOLTE] PARKER GILMAN  
(ca. 1503–ca. 1554)

Although Susanna Horenbout, or Hornebolte, was Flemish, she has the distinction of being the first 
known female artist in England. Before she came to the court of King Henry VIII, she met famed 
artist Albrecht Dürer, who purchased one of her illuminations and wrote in his diary, “It is a great 
wonder that a woman should be able to do such work.” She was also singled out for praise by Italian 
chroniclers Lodovico Guicciardini and Giorgio Vasari.

Susanna was the daughter of Gerard Horenbout, court painter to Margaret of Austria, Regent 
of the Netherlands; she and her brother Lucas received excellent training in their father’s workshop 
in Ghent. In the 1520s, King Henry brought the Horenbouts to England to serve as court portrait-
ists and manuscript illuminators. Susanna married John Parker, who became Henry’s yeoman of the 
king’s robes and keeper of the palace at Westminster. During the early 1530s, both Parker and Susanna 
received gilt cups from the king at every New Year’s celebration, an indication of their status at court. 
The couple did not have any children, but when Parker died in 1537 he left his widow income from 
their properties, an inheritance that was later contested by Parker’s family.

In 1539, Susanna married John Gilman, a London vintner and eventual sergeant of the king’s 
woodyard; the couple had a son and a daughter. Soon after her marriage, Henry asked Susanna 
to escort Anne of Cleves to England, most likely because of her facility with Flemish languages. 
Susanna’s widowhood had left her with financial difficulties, and Henry paid her handsomely for her 
services; it is surmised that she was also expected to gather intelligence about the new queen’s inner 
circle. Anne soon appointed Susanna as her first gentlewoman but she did not continue in Anne’s ser-
vice after the divorce from Henry, although the two women remained on good terms. When Henry 
married his last queen, Katherine Parr, Susanna became one of her ladies-in-waiting and her husband 
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became Gentleman Harbinger, an office he kept through the reigns of King Edward VI and Queen 
Mary I. Susanna’s good standing at court elevated the careers of both of her husbands.

While Susanna’s brother Lucas was an esteemed artist at the Tudor court, the extent of Susanna’s 
continued artistic activity is not clear. However, recent scholarship has clearly demonstrated Susanna’s 
importance as court painter to Henry and her seminal contribution to the introduction and develop-
ment of the English miniature.

Jo Eldridge Carney

For further reading

Campbell, Lorne and Susan Foister. “Gerard, Lucas, and Susanna Horenbout.” Burlington Magazine 128.1003 
(October 1986): 719–727.

James, Susan. The Feminine Dynamic in English Art: 1485–1600: Women as Consumers, Patrons, and Painters. Alder-
shot: Ashgate, 2009.

ESTHER INGLIS KELLO (1571–1624)

Elaborately scribed manuscripts and tiny books created by Esther Inglis are little treasures, incred-
ibly detailed and frequently decorated with illuminations, their bindings covered in embroidery and 
precious pearls. Esther probably learned many of her calligraphy skills from her mother. It is also 
remarkable that both Esther’s father and her husband were outspoken about their pride in her accom-
plishments as a calligrapher: her father wrote Latin poems in her praise while her husband tirelessly 
promoted his wife’s talent. To enhance her authority, Esther included poems written by these two 
men in her books.

Her parents, Nicholas Langlois and Marie Presot, were French Huguenots who escaped to Lon-
don a couple of years before Esther’s birth. Esther was born in Dieppe and grew up in Edinburgh 
where her father eventually got a position teaching French, funded by James VI. Esther’s first job as 
a teenager was that of a “writing mistress” at her father’s school. Esther married Bartholomew Kello, 
a clerk at James VI’s court, around 1596. However, she followed the Scottish tradition by continuing 
to use her maiden name, Langlois, or Anglois – which means “English” in French – which she modi-
fied to Inglis by 1604. Following James VI’s succession to the throne of England in 1603, Esther and 
Bartholomew lived in London for three years, then in Essex from 1607 to 1614, and Edinburgh from 
1615 to 1624; Esther died at Leigh in 1624. They had six children, four of whom survived childhood. 
Their son Samuel Kello became an Anglican clergyman.

Around 60 manuscripts produced by Esther Inglis are currently known. Most of them were 
created as bids for patronage and presented, either by Esther or her husband, to many wealthy and 
powerful English, French, Scottish, and Danish recipients with distinct Protestant leanings, including 
Lucy Harington Russell, Countess of Bedford; Susan de Vere, Lady Herbert; Prince Maurice of Nas-
sau; the Earl of Essex; the Vicomte and Princess de Rohan; Catherine de Bourbon, sister of Henri IV; 
Archibald Campbell, 7th Earl of Argyll; Christianus Friis, Chancellor of Denmark; and even Queen 
Elizabeth I; Henry, Prince of Wales; and Prince Charles. This impressive list of recipients, however, 
does not mean that Esther was socially well connected or lavishly rewarded. In fact, her gifts were 
not always repaid, and she died in debt. It would seem, for instance, that Bartholomew Kello inef-
fectually attempted to extract a reward for the Book of Psalms given to Elizabeth I in 1599, despite 
his best efforts to draw the queen’s attention to his wife’s exceptional skills. Indeed, Esther mastered a 
great variety of scripts, and she executed them with precision and often on a miniature scale, some-
times employing over 30 different scripts in a single piece. Most of her transcriptions are devotional 
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in nature, in English, French, and Latin, but also include inscriptions in Italian, Spanish, and Greek. 
Twenty-two of Inglis’s books include her self-portraits.

Anna Riehl Bertolet

For further reading
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JANE THE FOOL (fl. 1540s–1550s)

Perhaps at court from 1537, Jane the Fool served three Tudor queens: Anne Boleyn, Katherine Parr, 
and Mary Tudor. Known as an “innocent,” someone with mental and perhaps physical disabilities, 
Jane wore beautiful gowns fitting any noblewoman but with the hose and shoes of a clown and a 
consistently shaved head. It is unknown how Jane came to be one of Anne’s fools, but after Anne’s 
execution, Jane moved on to serve Princess Mary, despite the conflicts between Mary and Anne. 
After Mary had her own household, she provided a mount for Jane to accompany her riding, fash-
ionable clothes, and other fineries befitting a member of a noble household.

In 1543, while in the household of Princess Mary, Jane fell ill, and Mary purchased new sheets and 
new clothing for her. Katherine Parr’s relationship with Mary also resulted in a relationship with Jane, 
and because of Jane’s continued sicknesses, of which records cite many, Katherine Parr undertook the 
continued care of their beloved fool. After Jane’s recovery, Katherine allowed her to care for a small 
flock of chickens in a corner of the Privy garden, providing her with entertainment and responsibility. 
In a painting of Henry’s family at Hampton Court (1543–1547), Jane stands in the background along 
with her male counterpart in Henry VIII’s court, Will Somers; Jane stands to the left and Will to the 
right. After Katherine Parr’s death, Jane remained with Queen Mary from her coronation until her 
death, providing Mary and the other courtiers with friendship, sometimes being referred to as “Jane 
our Fool” instead of “Jane the Fool.” Although Jane may have lived through Elizabeth I’s coronation, 
she disappears from formal records after Elizabeth is crowned.

Anastasia S. Bierman

For further reading

Madden, F., ed. Privy Purse Expenses of the Princess Mary. London: W. Pickering, 1831.
Southworth, John. Fools and Jesters at the English Court. Thrupp: Sutton, 1998: 101–106.

SUSANNA PERWICH (1636–1661)

Although Susanna Perwich died in her twenty-fifth year, she had already distinguished herself as a 
virtuoso musician, impressing audiences and fellow musicians from England and abroad. Perwich’s 
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mother ran an esteemed music school in London where Perwich was trained by an impressive list 
of professional musicians. Her talents were evident at an early age and she soon became the leader 
of the school’s orchestra. In addition to being a gifted singer, dancer, and composer, Perwich was 
skilled at several instruments, including the harpsichord, treble viol, lyra viol, and lute. Descriptions 
of the vibrant musical activity within the Perwich circle during this time period challenge notions 
of Puritan austerity.

Shortly after her death, Perwich’s brother-in-law, clergyman John Batchiler, wrote a brief adula-
tory biography of her, The Virgins Pattern, in the exemplary life and lamented death of Mrs. Susanna Perwich. 
Most of our information about Perwich comes from this firsthand account of her life and accom-
plishments, but Batchiler’s work also reveals the commonly shared ambivalence toward early modern 
women’s achievements. While he enthusiastically praises Perwich’s musical genius and her fine intel-
lect, he is quick to point out that she was also skilled at needlework, cookery, and domestic tasks, as 
though her extraordinary musical talent needed an apology. Batchiler also praises Perwich for playing 
her instruments modestly, without excessive facial expressions or physical movement.

This countering of her musical skill is also evident in Batchiler’s tribute to Perwich’s religious 
devotion. When the sudden death of Perwich’s fiancée left her grief-stricken, she began to question 

Figure 1.2 Susanna Perwich, after P. Rogerson, published by William Richardson, 1794 

 Source: Private collection
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her indulgence in the sensual pleasure of music. She vowed to remain single, turned down several 
marriage proposals, and became increasingly devoted to prayer; she also claimed that she would only 
play music insofar as such activity brought her closer to God.

After visiting a friend and sleeping on damp linens, Perwich took cold and became very ill. On her 
deathbed, she gave extensive orders for her funeral arrangements, insisting on an all-female funeral, 
with women attending and carrying the hearse and constituting the procession. Her wishes were 
granted.

Jo Eldridge Carney

For further reading
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LEVINA BENNINCK TEERLINC (ca. 1510–1576)

The talent of Flemish artist Levina Teerlinc was highly prized at the Tudor court, as evidenced by her 
presence as a giver and receiver of valuable items in the New Year’s gift records, and more importantly 
by the considerable salary and permanent annuity she received, which exceeded that paid to her pre-
decessor, the acclaimed court artist Hans Holbein.

Levina was the daughter of Simon Benninck, or Bening, a renowned painter, miniaturist, and 
illuminator at the Ghent-Bruges school. Like many other female artists of the early modern period, 
Levina received her training in her father’s workshop. In 1545, Henry VIII invited Levina to 
become his official court painter, replacing Hans Holbein who had died in 1543; such an appoint-
ment would have been a boon for any artist, but for a female to receive the honor was extraordi-
nary. Levina and her husband, George Teerlinc, moved to England and built a house in Stepney; 
George became a gentleman pensioner in the royal household. During her 30-year career, Levina 
worked under the royal patronage of Henry as well as all three of his reigning children; she was also 
a favorite of other court figures, most notably Anne Parr, the sister of Henry’s last queen consort, 
Katherine Parr.

Because Teerlinc did not always sign her work and because much of her presumed work is no 
longer extant, a precise assessment of her work has proven problematic to art historians. Teerlinc 
excelled in the miniature; one depicting the Holy Trinity was a gift for Mary I. Several more minia-
tures are listed in the New Year’s gift rolls from 1559 to 1576 during Elizabeth I’s reign, depicting the 
queen at various official functions. One of the more famous works attributed to Teerlinc, presumed 
to be from the early 1560s, portrays Elizabeth at the annual Maundy Thursday ceremony, at which 
the queen washed the feet of poor women and gave them gifts of money.

Roy Strong suggests that Teerlinc’s compositional style shows the influence of Hans Eworth 
and Lucas Hornebolte, two other Flemish artists who also made careers in London; Hornebolte, 
like Holbein, was an official court painter and his sister Susanna was also a skilled miniaturist. 
Teerlinc, in turn, may have influenced and even trained a court artist of the next generation –  
Nicholas Hilliard, whose career as a goldsmith, painter, and prolific miniaturist spanned Elizabeth’s 
last decades as well as James’s reign.

Teerlinc died at 1576 and was buried at the St. Dunstan parish church; she, her husband, and their 
one son, Marcus, had become English subjects in 1566.

Jo Eldridge Carney
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THOMASINA (fl. 1577–1603)

Standing at the center-edge of stage in a famous painting of Elizabeth and Robert Darnley dancing 
at Penshurst, attributed to Marcus Gheeraerts the Younger, a dwarf woman dressed in a fine black 
dress and white ruff turns away from the viewer, amused by the revels going on behind her. This may 
well be Thomasina, variously referred to as “Thomazina Muliercula,” “Mrs Tamasin,” or “Tomasin de 
Paris,” who attended Elizabeth I as one of her ladies-in-waiting. Her name appears regularly in the 
queen’s wardrobe accounts from 1577 until 1603, and like her probable predecessor, Ippolyta the 
Tartarian, she was the recipient of numerous items of clothing including gowns, petticoats, bodices, 
gloves, and ribbons.

Dwarfs were seen as fashionable accessories and objects of amusement at the courts of European 
princes, much like lapdogs; perhaps in reference to this association, a white dog sits near Thomasina 
in Gheeraerts’s painting. It is thought that Thomasina may have been of Italian origin, although her 
epithet “de Paris” suggests a French connection. In 1579 her “sister,” Prudence de Paris, was given “a 
gown of violet cloth” by the queen, although she is not mentioned elsewhere in the court records. 
Dr. John Dee noted a visit from “the Quenes dwarf Mrs Tomasin” at his house on 7 June 1580. 
Thomasina could well have been literate, for in 1581 the queen gave her a “Penner and Inkehorne.” 
Her name disappears from court records after 1603, suggesting that perhaps, like many of Elizabeth’s 
ladies-in-waiting, Thomasina did not long outlive her mistress.

Rayne Allinson

For further reading
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Criminal behavior, whether proven or perceived, included women from all social classes, but this 
category is still overwhelmingly populated by poor, marginalized, and lower-class women whose 
circumstances were more conducive to certain crimes or who did not have the resources to absolve 
them of their actions. The crimes described here cover a wide spectrum, from gossip and scolding to 
infanticide and murder. Women were punished for local transgressions, including shrewish behavior 
or slander against neighbors, for politically threatening activities, for witchcraft or prostitution, or for 
creative conning and theft.

The predominant crime represented here, however, is murder: women who killed their children 
or their husbands. Tabloid pamphlets sensationalized these acts as cautionary tales and popular enter-
tainment, but many women did confess to these crimes. Their individual narratives produce a col-
lective pattern: many women were unwed, widowed, or incapable of caring for their children, and 
infanticide seemed their only option. Women who murdered their husbands typically resorted to 
murder in order to escape from unwanted marriages or domestic violence. In the absence of annul-
ment, separation, or divorce – solutions difficult to access, legitimize, or afford – women resorted to 
murder to escape unhappy or untenable marriages. These crimes committed by early modern women 
are better understood, although perhaps not entirely justified, by a consideration of their social and 
economic contexts.

See also:
Elizabeth Banckes
Chapter 14, Prostitutes
Chapter 17, Witches

ELIZABETH ABBOT (d. 1608)

On 9 April 1608, Elizabeth Abbot, alias Cebrooke, was hanged for the murder of Mistress Killing-
worth, a widowed London seamstress who had welcomed Abbot as a temporary lodger. The murder 
and execution were remarkable enough that a detailed pamphlet, with a title-page illustration of 
the hanging, was published. The pamphlet begins with a frank discussion of Mistress Killingworth’s 
alcoholism and her unfortunate decision to alienate her well-meaning neighbors. At Abbot’s trial, the 
prosecutor claimed Abbot exploited these tendencies by getting Mistress Killingworth drunk and 
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then strangling her, knowing that the neighbors would pay no attention to the dying woman’s cries 
or be concerned when the widow failed to appear the next day. When neighbors and officers finally 
investigated, they found no corpse, but “certain small bones” buried in the ashes of Killingworth’s 
fireplace were presented to a London surgeon who declared them human; a lock of hair and a chin-
strap stay, found in the chimney, were determined to be those of Killingworth.

Abbot disappeared after the murder, thus becoming the chief suspect; another woman – like Abbot, 
a vagrant – was arrested and brought to London where, after nearly being killed by an angry mob, she 
was found innocent of the murder, although guilty of an unrelated burglary. Meanwhile, in Surrey, Abbot 
and her husband broke into a home and were surprised by the owner; while trying to escape, Abbot fell 
into a sawpit and was trapped there by a watchdog. A curious Londoner visiting Surrey, Mistress Cox, 
asked to see this female burglar and told Abbot she recognized her from somewhere. Abbot replied that 
the woman had better not try to pin the Killingworth murder on her, thereby inadvertently admitting 
to the crime. Abbot was arrested, picked out of a lineup by Killingworth’s neighbors, tried, and con-
victed, but she refused to confess. This presented the London authorities with a problem: the absence of 
a corpse or witnesses to the murder made Abbot’s confession essential to save her soul and avoid judicial 
scandal. After the trial ended, they offered Abbot a chance to address the jury in her own defense; they 
sent a doctor of divinity to her cell; they carried Abbot to the gibbet and forced her to look at Mistress 
Killingworth’s house; they recalled all the witnesses and made them repeat their testimony. Although 
Abbot “persisted in her denial,” she was eventually returned to the gibbet and hanged.

Catherine Loomis

For further reading

Anon. The Apprehension, arraignement, and execution of Elizabeth Abbot. London, 1608.

ALICE ARDEN (1516–1551)

Alice Arden gained widespread notoriety as a murderess. The English authors John Stow and Raphael 
Holinshed included accounts of the murder in their works, and the latter’s Chronicles (1577) may have 
provided the source material for the Elizabethan domestic tragedy popularized in the 1590s: The 
Tragedie of Arden of Feversham and Black Will (c.1592).

After marrying the elder Thomas Arden, a man about eight years her senior, Alice added adultery 
to her former sexually promiscuous behavior by continuing a liaison with her lover, Richard Mosbie, 
a servant. Arden’s marriage to Alice had bought him important connections to influential nobles, such 
as Sir Edward North, Alice’s stepfather, which aided him in securing a royal charter for Faversham, or 
Feversham, in 1546. After that, Arden served as mayor in 1548, but lost his position around 1550 when 
the town experienced financial difficulties. Although Arden had knowledge of his wife’s adultery, he 
had maintained the marriage because of its beneficial patronage.

Alice decided to rid herself of her husband with Mosbie’s assistance. Even though Alice and Mos-
bie hired several conspirators, who either harbored their own grievances against Arden or had been 
paid blood money to commit the crime, their initial attempts failed. Alice paid John Grene, a business 
rival engaged in a property dispute with Arden, to hire two assassins with the colorful names of Black 
Will and Shakebag. Arden escaped death by ambush, poison, and an unsuccessful attempt by Mosbie 
to engage Arden in a fight, with the intent to provide an excuse for the murder. Mosbie then enlisted 
the help of his sister, Cicely Pounder, while Alice, with the help of two of Arden’s servants, Elizabeth 
Stafford and Michael Saunderson, arranged to have the unsuspecting Arden attacked in his own home 
while playing a game of chance. On the day of the murder, the other servants were sent away, so that 
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the deed could at last be carried out. At a prearranged signal, the conspirators surprised Arden and 
attacked. Arden was strangled, and he received a blow to the head with a heavy iron. The fatal dagger 
thrust delivered by Black Will finally finished the job. Alice also thrust her dagger into Arden’s breast 
several times. The murder occurred on 15 February 1551.

Alice and Mosbie proved less successful in their attempt to dispose of Arden’s body in a nearby 
field, because it was easily discovered. Because the body bore signs of murder, Alice and Mosbie, along 
with several other conspirators, were imprisoned, tried, and found guilty. The legal statutes in England 
assigned specific sentences for dealing with different types of crime. Some of the conspirators, like 
Mosbie and his sister, suffered hanging; Saunderson’s life was ended by the public spectacle of hang-
ing, drawing, and quartering. Alice, found guilty of committing petty treason, a wife’s involvement in 
her husband’s murder, was burned at the stake.

Debra Barrett-Graves
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ELIZABETH BARNES (d. 1637)

In April of 1637, Elizabeth Barnes was executed at Tyburn for the murder of her eight-year-old 
daughter, Susan. Elizabeth and Susan lived near Fulham in the county of Middlesex on a small estate 
Elizabeth inherited after her husband died. Following her husband’s death, Elizabeth took Richard 
Evans, a tailor from Battersey, as her lover. Elizabeth spent much of her inheritance on Evans, who 
soon left her after Elizabeth discovered she was pregnant.

Elizabeth’s fears of poverty and that she would never marry again began to manifest themselves as 
thoughts of killing her daughter and of taking her own life. For a month, Elizabeth was tormented by 
her murderous thoughts before she planned Susan’s death. On 24 March 1637 Elizabeth lured Susan 
from home under the pretense of visiting a relative. For the journey, Elizabeth prepared a country 
picnic of apple pie, a herring pie, and other fruits. Once they were four miles into Wormwall Wood, 
Elizabeth and Susan stopped to enjoy their picnic. Upon finishing their meal, Susan lay down to 
rest. Around noon when Susan was fast asleep, Elizabeth cut her daughter’s throat. Regretting her 
actions, then Elizabeth turned the knife on herself. After attempts to kill herself failed, Elizabeth left 
her daughter’s body in the woods and fled to Kensington where she was discovered hiding in a barn 
belonging to a man by the last name of Disney. When Disney discovered Elizabeth, he took her to 
the local justice to whom she confessed her crime.

Found guilty of murder, Elizabeth was moved to Newgate prison to await her execution at Tyburn. 
As the chaplain of Newgate prison, Henry Goodcole heard Elizabeth’s confession and later published 
her story in Natures Cruell Step-Dames (1637). Elizabeth initially claimed that the devil tempted her 
and was to blame for Susan’s death. When Goodcole pressed for further details, Elizabeth told him of 
her financial woes and troubling thoughts leading up to Susan’s murder. Goodcole berated Elizabeth’s 
neighbors who ignored a desperate woman in her time of need. Elizabeth Barnes was hanged for her 
act of desperation on 26 April 1637.

Megan Spruell
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MARY BAYNTON (b. 1518)

In 1533 Mary Baynton, daughter of Thomas Baynton of Bridlington in Yorkshire, was 18 years old 
when she went to Boston in Yorkshire and proclaimed herself Henry VIII’s daughter Mary. Mary 
Baynton explained that her father the king had put her out in the world where she would have to 
make her own way. She stated that in this hard time she remembered being with her aunt Mary, the 
French queen, and her godmother. Baynton claimed that her aunt was reading a book, apparently of 
prophecies, and looked upon her niece saying, “Niece Mary, I am right sorry for you, for I see here 
that your fortune is very hard. Ye must go a-begging once in your life, either in your youth or in your 
age.” Baynton assured people she had thus decided to beg in her youth, so that she could raise funds to 
leave England and seek protection and support from her cousin, the Holy Roman Emperor Charles 
V. An acute listener might have realized that Mary Baynton was not Henry’s daughter, because she 
misidentified her aunt as her godmother. In truth, Princess Mary’s godmothers had been her great-
aunt, Katherine Plantagenet, Countess of Devon; Agnes Howard, Duchess of Norfolk; and Margaret 
Pole, Countess of Salisbury.

We do not know if Mary Baynton was a conscious impostor running a con or a delusional woman 
who had truly come to believe herself the king’s daughter. Soon after the birth of Princess Mary’s 
half sister Elizabeth, Mary Baynton was arrested and examined by Nicholas Robson, Thomas Brown, 
and Robert Pulvertoft. Unfortunately, this examination is all we have about Mary Baynton. Because 
there is no evidence of her punishment, perhaps Baynton recanted and then disappeared from history.

Carole Levin

For further reading
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ANN BRIDGESTONE (fl. 1650)

Ann Bridgestone is shown in Englands Grievance Discovered wearing a “brank,” also known as a scold’s 
bridle. While the first recorded use of the brank occurs in the sixteenth century in Scotland, its 
use occurred with the greatest frequency in the seventeenth century in areas where the Scottish 
and English closely interacted with one another. Robert Plot describes the brank in his account of  
The Natural History of Stafford-shire, and he accompanies his description with illustrations of the iron 
device.

Robert Sharp, the officer in charge of carrying out Ann’s punishment, actually violated English 
statutes in doing so, because women labeled as scolds were typically submerged in a lake or other 
substantial body of water through the use of a conveyance known as the “ducking-stool.” The public 
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display would continue until the woman showed obvious signs of humiliation or distress. One of the 
complaints against ducking a female scold, according to Plot, was that she could rail at the officers and 
the crowd upon being lifted out of the water.

While the reason for Ann’s unusually harsh punishment remains a mystery, it does occur shortly 
after 1649–1650, when a witch-pricker who had been recruited from Scotland to identify witches 
was charged with condemning innocent women for personal monetary gain. In the 1650s enough 
harsh punishments occurred that did not conform to established charter laws and actually seem to 
have been condoned by Newcastle officials that a local observer was moved to complain in writing 
about how “repugnant” he found such punishments. The iron gag thrust into the woman’s mouth 
could be sharpened or have a spiked barb to prevent the woman being punished from speaking. It 
also had the horrific potential of lacerating the woman’s tongue.

The primary reason for placing the brank on a woman’s head was intended to tame her unruly 
tongue. In addition to scolds being punished with the device, other forms of public speaking likewise 
incurred the wrath and punishment of local officials. A few years later, the Quaker Dorothy Waugh 
caused such a spectacle in Carlisle for preaching in public that the mayor imprisoned her and placed 
a scold’s bridle on her head to silence her tongue.

Debra Barrett-Graves
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MABEL BRIGGE (d. 1538)

On 7 April 1538, Mabel Brigge was executed for attempting to kill King Henry VIII and Thomas 
Howard, Duke of Norfolk, by performing a “black fast.” Allegedly, Mabel had attempted a fast in 
order to kill a man once before, and shortly after the completion of the fast, the man broke his neck.

Mabel Brigge was a 32-year-old widow who lived in Holderness and worked as a servant in the 
house of John Lokkar of Reysome Grange. Not much is known about Mabel’s life before she was 
accused of treason for performing a three-day fast against the king, also referred to as St. Trinian’s fast. 
In the spring of 1538, Isabel Buck, another woman in Mabel’s town, supposedly hired the widow 
to perform a black fast against the king and the Duke of Norfolk. When John discovered Mabel’s 
intentions, he had her removed from his household. Agnes Lokkar, John’s wife, stated that Mabel had 
confessed her treacherous plan. Agnes stated that Mabel fasted for three days with the goal of killing 
the king and the “false Duke.”

When the state authorities began investigating Mabel and Isabel, both women denied that the 
purpose of the fast had been to kill or harm the king. Sir Ralph Ellerker, who led the investigation 
against all of the parties involved, thoroughly questioned both the women. The women insisted 
that Isabel gave Mabel wheat and linen in exchange for her help in finding lost money by fasting. 
Isabel also maintained that the local chantry priest, Sir Thomas Marshall, gave Mabel permission to 
fast, because at the time Isabel had been too weak to fast herself because she had recently lost an 
infant. Marshall confirmed Isabel’s statement concerning the permission of her priest. Both Isabel and 
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Mabel were found guilty. In addition to the convictions of the two women, William Buck, Isabel’s 
husband, was found guilty for attempting to bribe the men investigating his wife. Although all three 
parties associated with the fast had been found guilty, Mabel received the most severe sentence. In 
April 1538, Mabel Brigge was executed at York.

Alyson Alvarez
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MARGARET CHEYNE BULMER (d. 1537)

Margaret Cheyne Bulmer was burned at the stake 25 May 1537 at Smithfield. She was convicted for 
high treason for her involvement in the Pilgrimage of Grace, a response to King Henry VIII’s church 
reforms. Margaret may have been the illegitimate child of Edward Stafford, Duke of Buckingham, 
which would have made her distantly related to the royal family. Margaret probably married Sir John 
Bulmer in 1534; both had been previously married, Margaret to William Cheyne of London, and 
Bulmer to Anne Bigod. Bulmer and Margaret had two children prior to their marriage.

The Pilgrimage of Grace started in October 1536 in the North Country; by December, Henry 
VIII granted several pardons while his men worked to control the rebellion. However, this did not 
appease some of the rebels, including Bulmer, who was arrested in January 1537. By late April, 
Margaret joined her husband in the Tower of London. Margaret was imprisoned because John Watts 
claimed she had goaded her husband to rebel.

Margaret’s formal statement is the only record available of her account of the events. She admitted 
that she had indeed told Bulmer “the commons wanted a head,” and she encouraged him “to flee” if 
there was no rebellion. She said fear of separation drove her to say these things. Margaret gave birth to 
a son in January 1537, which may have prompted this fear because she was a new mother.

Margaret, Bulmer, and other rebels were indicted on 14 May 1537. Margaret and her husband 
both pleaded guilty to “mak[ing] war against the king.” Bulmer was sentenced to hang at Tyburn, 
while Margaret was to burn at Smithfield. Other women who had been more vocal in their involve-
ment in the uprisings than Margaret were not executed; some of them most likely escaped punish-
ment because of their higher social status. However, because Margaret was distantly related to the 
king, was considered to be of questionable moral character, and associated with leading rebels such as 
Robert Aske and Francis Bigod, she was not granted the same mercy.

Megan Benson
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Wriothesley, Charles. A Chronicle of the England during the Reigns of the Tudors, from ad 1485 to 1559. Ed. William 
D. Hamilton. London, 1875.

ELIZABETH CALDWELL (d. 1603)

On 18 June 1603 Elizabeth Caldwell stood on the gallows to be hanged for the attempted murder 
of her husband. Elizabeth had a comfortable upbringing in Chester and her father provided her with 
a good dowry to marry Thomas Caldwell. Thomas frequently traveled abroad leaving Elizabeth at 
home; Jeffery Bownd, a neighbor of the Caldwells, became enamored with Elizabeth and knowing 
she was often alone, pursued a relationship. Although Elizabeth resisted Bownd’s affections for some 
time, she finally relented in the spring of 1602 and became his lover.

Determined to have Elizabeth to himself, Bownd insisted that Thomas Caldwell be killed and 
employed Isabel Hall, a widow who received charity from him, to help carry out the deed. Even 
though Elizabeth warned Hall and Bownd of the repercussions for such a crime, she stood by as Hall 
mixed ratsbane into oat cakes intended for Thomas. Regretting her part in the crime, Elizabeth con-
templated stopping her husband from eating the cakes. Unfortunately, Thomas and several neighbor 
children had already eaten the cakes by the time Elizabeth had a change of heart. Thomas was saved 
by vomiting up the cakes, but a neighbor’s child, two dogs, and a cat died from the poison. Brought 
before the justices of the peace, Elizabeth confessed her involvement and also revealed Hall’s and 
Bownd’s roles in the crime.

Discovering she was pregnant, the court delayed Elizabeth’s trial, and, soon after Bownd was 
pressed to death, Elizabeth delivered a boy. Elizabeth’s story was recorded by Gilbert Dugdale who 
depicted Elizabeth as a godly woman who was concerned with the conversion of other prisoners 
rather than her own fate. Nearly 300 people visited her daily, and Elizabeth prayed constantly for 
forgiveness for her sins. While in jail, Elizabeth also wrote a letter partially blaming her actions on her 
neglectful husband whose absence left her vulnerable to seduction and sin.

At the scaffold Elizabeth challenged the king’s authority by arguing that she deserved a pardon 
for her crime and demanded that a Bible be brought to her before her death. Leading the crowd 
in a hymn right before she was hanged, it seemed that although she could not speak up to stop the 
attempted murder of her husband, Elizabeth Caldwell had finally found her voice.

Megan Spruell
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REBECCA CHAMBER (d. 1571)

On 16 July 1571 Rebecca Chamber was found guilty of poisoning her husband, Thomas. She was 
tried and convicted at the Maidstone assizes and executed by burning on 17 July. Her execution 
is mentioned in the 1808 edition of Holinshed’s Chronicles and in A World of Wonders, A Masse of  
Murthers, a Covie of Cosonages (1595).

Simone Chess
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MARY CHAMPION (d. 1647)

Sitting in prison and waiting to be tried, Mary Champion screamed from her cell that her child she 
had murdered by decapitation was appearing before her. Originally from Feversham, Mary married 
John Baptist, an honorable tradesman, and settled in Dover in the county of Kent. After Mary gave 
birth to a healthy child in 1647, John, a Presbyterian, wished for the child to be baptized in the Chris-
tian tradition a few days after the birth. When he shared his wishes with his wife, Mary surprised John 
by exclaiming that she would not allow the baptism to take place.

As an Anabaptist, Mary was deeply angered by her husband’s request. About seven weeks after the 
birth of their child, Mary waited until John left home and then cut off her child’s head. Upon John’s 
return, Mary held up the severed head and exclaimed that John must now christen the child’s head 
without a body. Horrified by his wife’s actions, John started yelling and accused Mary of being an inhu-
man wretch. John and Mary’s argument grew louder, and soon neighbors appeared. Seeing the bloody 
scene before them, the neighbors took Mary to the officers of the town where she was seized and put 
in prison. Throughout her imprisonment, Mary often cried out to express her regret for murdering her 
child and to claim that she saw her child appearing before her without a head. After her trial, Mary was 
sentenced to execution for her horrendous crime.

Megan Spruell
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ALICE CLARKE (d. 1635)

One afternoon in 1635, Fortune Clarke found his wife, Alice, alone in her chamber with her lover, 
Henry White; an intense physical fight ensued. Later that day, Alice Clarke bought the poison that 
would kill her husband. Fortune Clarke had beaten his wife so badly that she was still bruised a week 
later, when she was in jail awaiting execution.

According to the pamphlet The Adultresses Funerall Day by Henry Goodcole, this was not the first 
time that Fortune had beaten Alice Clarke: he “used only to beat her with the next cudgel that came 
accidentally into his hand, but often tying her to his bed-post to strip her and whippe her, &c.” After 
the beating, the pamphlet reports that White told Clarke that “it were better to be hanged, than to 
endure so discontented a life,” and he gave her four tokens, which she used to buy mercury from 
an apothecary in Oxbridge. Goodcole reports with some doubt Alice’s claim that her husband had 
poisoned himself after drunkenly searching in her pockets for drinking money. Alice further claimed 
that she begged her husband to take an antidote to the poison, but that he refused, saying “nay thou 
Strumpet and murderesse, I will receive no helpe at all, but I am resolvd to dye and leave the world, 
be it for no other case, but to have thee burnt at a stake for my death.”
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The pamphlet includes reports of two separate confessions from Alice Clarke given while she was 
in jail. In the second confession, supposedly given on 10 May 1635, she admitted that she had only 
married Fortune Clarke under duress, after having been impregnated by her former master; she also 
admitted to another, weeklong affair with “one from Hillinden.” Clarke’s arraignment and trial were 
held on 11 May 1635. The Middlesex County Records reports that Clarke made a plea of pregnancy, but 
a jury of matrons did not find her pregnant. Clarke was found guilty and was burned on 20 May 1635 
in West Smithfield. Goodcole’s pamphlet compares her to other murderous wives, particularly Alice 
Arden and Eulalia Page.

Simone Chess
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ALICE COWLAND (fl. 1549)

On 16 November 1549 Alice Cowland, of the Tottenham Parish in Middlesex, broke into the house 
of John Stowe and stole items of enough value – about two pounds – for her crime to qualify as a 
capital offense. The list of stolen goods included a worsted frock worth 30 shillings, a worsted apron 
worth two shillings and eight pence, a pair of silver hooks and “tres assiculas argenti” worth four shil-
lings and eight pence, and “three smockes, ten kercheves, ten raoles and, five neckerchevys,” worth 20 
pence and 15 shillings. Alice pleaded guilty, but claimed pregnancy and was pardoned.

Stephanie Seketa
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ELIZABETH CROFTE (fl. 1554)

On 15 July 1554, a teenage girl named Elizabeth Crofte stood upon a scaffold at Paul’s Cross dur-
ing the Sunday sermon as part of her public penance for her crimes against the Marian government. 
Elizabeth confessed to the crowd that she had been the infamous voice in the wall that had captivated 
the citizens of London a few months prior. When the Council heard report of this sedition from the 
mayor, they sent the admiral, William Paget, and the captain of the Guard to arrest her. Elizabeth was 
first confined to Newgate and later moved to the prison on Bred Street.

Elizabeth claimed that she had been “enticed by lewd council” to emit strange whistles and sedi-
tious words from a house in Aldersgate Street where she had convinced many locals that she was 
a spirit, a bird, or an angel. According to Charles Wriothesley, the “young maiden” spoke “diverse 
things” against the queen and her husband, and also denounced Catholic teachings on confession and 
the Mass. Ambassador Simon Renard reported to the Holy Roman Emperor that when “the fraud” 
was asked, “ ‘What is the Mass?’ the voice replied ‘idolatry’; similarly, when someone said ‘God save 
Queen Mary!’ it answered not; but when they said, ‘God save the Lady Elizabeth!’ the voice replied, 
‘So be it.’ ” Elizabeth Crofte was reportedly promised “many goodly things” for her performance and 
was aided by at least one male accomplice, who took his turn on the pillory later that month, and up 
to six “false knaves” whose names Elizabeth disclosed during interrogation.
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Diarist Henry Machyn recorded that Elizabeth wept during her penance, begging mercy on her 
knees of God and the queen and bidding her audience to beware false teachings. Afterward, she 
returned to Bred Street prison where she was examined several times and eventually released. Renard 
claimed it was widely believed that the incident was “arranged in order to benefit the prisoners,” 
particularly Princess Elizabeth and the participants from Wyatt’s Rebellion, as well as to “excite the 
people against the Queen, egg on the heretics and plunge the realm into fresh troubles.” At least six 
of Crofte’s contemporaries recorded her moment of fame, and it has since been rehearsed by histori-
ans and propagandists as evidence of popular support for Protestantism and resistance to the Marian 
regime.

Jessica Walker
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ALICE DAVIS (d. 1629)

On 29 June 1629, Alice Davis, or Davies, stabbed her husband, a locksmith, to death. In the two bal-
lads recording this crime, each written in Davis’s voice, the couple is described fighting over money: 
“comming home he then did crave, / A Shilling of me to have . . . / vow’d he should no money 
get, and I my vow did keepe.” Following this argument, Davis stabbed her husband with her “fatal 
knife.” According to the ballad sources, Davis made an immediate confession to her neighbors and 
was arrested and jailed at Newgate. Following her trial and guilty verdict, Davis attempted to avoid 
the death penalty by “pleading the belly,” or claiming to be pregnant, but her plea was not allowed 
because the investigating jury of women found her not pregnant. Davis was burned at the stake on 
12 July 1629.

The two ballads describing Davis’s murder claim to contain her dying words and are published 
with the stated intention of warning other wives to avoid her fate. Toward the end of “A Warning for 
All Desperate Women,” the speaker cautions, “Good wives and bad, example take, at this my cursed 
fall, / And Maidens that shall husbands have, I warning am to all: / Your Husbands are your Lords & 
heads, you ought them to obey.” While Davis’s warning to wives can be seen as a spiritual confession 
or repentance before death, recent scholarship has also considered the warning as an act of agency 
and as a demonstration of the didactic intent of these ballad sources.

Simone Chess
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MARGARET DAVY [DAVIE] (d. 1542)

Margaret Davy’s famous execution occurred on 17 March 1542; she was the first and only woman 
mentioned in Stow’s Chronicles and Holinshed’s Chronicles as being executed by boiling at Smithfield. 
Boiling was a new method of punishment for poisoning, of which Margaret was accused, and was 
instituted by Henry VIII in 1530. Poisoning was reclassified as homicide in 1547, with the new pun-
ishment being burning for women and hanging for men.

Contemporary sources give varying descriptions of Margaret’s exact crime. In 1580, Stow said 
she poisoned three households, but by 1586 Holinshed contended she had killed “her mistress with 
whom she dwelt, and diverse other persons.” The 1595 pamphlet World of Wonders claimed she had 
poisoned three householders.

In the Compendious Collection of English Laws (1676), renowned English jurist Sir Edward Coke 
explained the notoriety regarding Margaret’s crimes: “To kill a man by poison is the most detest-
able of all, because it is most horrible and fearful to the nature of man, and of all others can be least 
prevented, either by Manhood, or providence.” In addition to the public fear of being poisoned, 
Margaret’s gender and status as a servant made hers a memorable case, not only in Tudor criminal law, 
but as representative of women who disturbed society and servants who rebelled against their mas-
ters. Whatever her reasons may have been for poisoning her mistress, and possibly others, Margaret’s 
punishment earned her a place in English history.

Andrea Nichols
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ANNIS DELL (d. 1606)

Annis Dell, innkeeper of Hatfield, Hertfordshire, was hanged with her son on 4 August 1606, for 
the murder of a young boy whose body had been discovered four years earlier. During this interim, 
mother and son were called to answer and face indictment at each of the court of assize sessions, but 
evidence against them every time was found insufficient for conviction. According to two surviving 
pamphlet accounts, this was changed by the direct intercession of God when a young, tongueless 
beggar girl happened to wander into town one day. Upon catching sight of Dell’s inn, she flew into a 
fit of distress, gesturing wildly at passersby to both the house and to her disfigured mouth. The distur-
bance piqued the interest of local officials; although she was speechless, they were eventually able to 
understand from her gestures and behavior that she was the murdered boy’s sister, and that they had 
met their tragic fates at the hands of the Dells.

Mother and son were again called to the next scheduled assizes, amid concern that the girl’s silent 
testimony would still not constitute sufficient evidence. Before the trial, however, the girl’s speech 
was suddenly, miraculously restored, despite the absence of her tongue. She was then able to testify 
to being delivered to the Dells by a band of thieves who, after robbing and murdering their wealthy 
parents, had handsomely paid the innkeeper and her son to dispose of the children. She implicated 
them in her brother’s murder and her own mutilation, explaining that she was afterward left for dead 
in the woods and had in the four years since subsisted as a wandering beggar. Dell and her son denied 
the charges and pleaded not guilty, but were finally convicted and executed.

Geoffrey A. Johns
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KATHERINE STAMFORT DOWNES (fl. 1643)

Civil-war gunrunning, extortion, adultery, theft, and double-dealing were all wrapped up in the noto-
rious figure of Katherine Stamfort Downes. In the fall of 1643, when William “Waterworks” Sandys –  
Queen Henrietta Maria’s munitions agent at Dunkirk – made an agreement with a Mr. Alexander 
Downes for the royalist purchase of arms and ammunition, the transaction turned out to be unusual. 
Apparently, the deal was orchestrated by Katherine Stamfort Downes, described at the time as the 
wife of Alexander Downes. By November of the following year, Alexander Downes had yet to be 
paid for the munitions, so Katherine wrote directly to the queen seeking compensation. In a letter 
of petition dated November 1644, which enclosed a copy of the agreement made between her hus-
band and Sandys dated October 1643, Katherine requested the queen make good on the promissory 
note: 1,000 guilders to be paid immediately followed by a yearly pension of 4,000 guilders. From the 
queen’s perspective, this was extortion, as Sandys had never received the munitions in the first place.

The story becomes even more intriguing in 1649 when Sandys wrote to Sir Edward Walker, 
the king’s secretary at war, describing Katherine Stamfort as the “widow to one Downes and now 
wife unto the Earl of Castlehaven,” possibly Castlehaven’s mistress. According to the letter, Sandys 
accused Katherine of having stolen many of his household goods and thereafter selling them. The last 
reference to the episode is found in a statement made by Sandys in 1649, in which he declared that 
Alexander Downes had contracted to sell the munitions to Sir Henry De Vic, the king’s resident in 
Brussels, before he had made the same agreement with Sandys. Further, when Downes, “the scamp,” 
made the deal with Sandys, the former was not even in possession of the munitions; nor were the 
munitions Downes’s to sell, being the property of his employers Hill and Pannoyer.

Michelle White
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ANNE DREWRY [DRURIE, CALFIELD] (d. 1573)

On 13 May 1573 Anne Drewry, known as also Anne Drurie or Anne Calfield, was executed at 
Smithfield for being an accomplice to the murder of George Saunders and his servant John Beane. 
Mrs. Drewry was bribed by a George Browne to convince George Saunders’s wife, Anne Saunders, 
to have an affair with him. When Browne decided to murder his lover’s husband, he convinced 
Mrs. Drewry to help him. She sent her servant Roger Clement to follow Saunders, and then she sent 
Browne information on Saunders’s whereabouts the night he was murdered. Browne sent back word 
that the deed was done via Clement.

When the crime was committed, Anne was a widow and had at least one child, a daughter. At 
some point in her life she had been in service to Henry Stanley, Earl of Derby. In her confession to 
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Francis Russell, Earl of Bedford, Mrs. Drewry denied many crimes, including poisoning her own 
husband, witchcraft, and sorcery. She also denied being the cause of the separation between the Earl 
of Derby and the Countess Margaret during her service to him.

Anne Drewry, the literary character, was based on the actual Mrs. Drewry. After her execution, 
two pamphlets, a ballad, and a play based on the events were published. The first pamphlet, A briefe 
discourse of the late murther of master George Saunders a worshipfull Citizen of London (1573), was reprinted 
later in Richard Simpson’s School of Shakespeare (1878). The second was A Cruell Murder Donne in 
Kent (1577). The ballad was titled “The wofull lamentacon of Mrs. Anne Saunders, which she wrote 
with her own hand, being prisoner in Newgate, justly condemned to death,” and in 1599, a play was 
published titled A Warning for Fair Women.

Stephanie Seketa
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ELIZABETH EVANS [“CANBERRY BESS”] (d. 1635)

On 17 April 1635, as the criminal Elizabeth Evans, known as “Canberry Bess,” was about to be 
executed, she not only had to face her death but also the fact that afterward her body was to be pub-
licly anatomized at the Barber Surgeons Hall, after which her skeleton would go on display. Bess was 
born in Shropshire and came from a good family. When she was young, her parents sent her to some 
friends in London, who helped her get settled into a place of good service. But while there, Bess met 
a young man with whom she had an affair. As a result, she lost her place and was then abandoned. For 
the next four years she lived as a prostitute. Then she met Thomas Shearwood, known as “Country 
Tom,” and the two became inseparable. They would go out to the playhouses and alehouses and find 
a man who was drunk. Then Bess would approach him and claim that she knew him. After flattering 
him, she would suggest they meet in a secret place in the Clerkenwell fields. Tom would be there to 
rob him, and in some cases he murdered the man as well. The two were arrested in 1635 and lodged 
in Newgate prison. They were put on trial, found guilty, and sentenced to die. The surgeons asked to 
have Bess’s body afterward for a public dissection. Henry Goodcole, the chaplain of Newgate prison, 
heard both of their confessions and was a witness to their deaths.

At the scaffold Bess was clearly nervous and said that she wished to God she had never seen this 
place of her death. Bess then told the women in the audience that they should be sure to marry an 
honest man, even if he were poor, because an honest man could turn an evil woman away from her 
wicked ways, but an evil man would not. Bess was no doubt thinking of the evil Thomas Shearwood. 
But ironically, even in death they stayed together, as his skeleton as well as hers was displayed at the 
Barber Surgeons Hall.

Carole Levin
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MARGARET FERNESEEDE (d. 1608)

On the way to Peckham to identify her husband’s body, Margaret Ferneseede encountered an 
acquaintance who expressed that misfortune such as the death of her husband might lead one to 
weep excessively, to which she responded, “Tut sir, mine eyes are ill already and I must now preserve 
them to mend my clothes, not to mourn for a husband.” Comments like this in reaction to her 
husband’s murder helped solidify her conviction for the crime. Although she never confessed to the 
crime and the evidence presented against her was largely circumstantial, she was sentenced to death 
after the testimony of a servant, several neighbors, and two sailors. Ferneseede confessed to living her 
life as a prostitute, bawd, and receiver of stolen property, but maintained her innocence in the matter 
of her husband’s death.

Margaret had spent her early life as a prostitute and, as she grew older, became a bawd and brought 
other women into the trade. She admitted that she persuaded married women to work for her by 
convincing them that their husbands did not love them. The money from this work permitted her to 
buy a house in Irongate to carry on her business. The sailors who testified against her, according to 
the pamphlet about the event, encountered her husband at this house and gave incriminating state-
ments about the couple’s tumultuous relationship and Margaret’s threatening behavior. The represen-
tation of her questionable character, shrewish behavior, and emasculation of her husband served as 
sufficient evidence to convict her of stabbing her husband in the throat on 20 April 1607. Although 
circumstantial, these details, like the pamphlet author’s accounts of the crime, led to Margaret’s execu-
tion by burning for her husband’s death in February 1608.

Mary Mechler Bogdan
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KATHERINE FERRERS FANSHAWE (1634–1660)

There were actually two Katherine Ferrers who made history in the middle of the seventeenth cen-
tury in England. The first is found in the legend surrounding the “wicked lady,” a notorious highway-
woman, who was married off at the age of 14 by her mother’s second husband, Simon Fanshawe, to 
keep the Ferrers’s estate within his own family. According to the legend, Katherine was bored with 
her marriage to Simon’s nephew Thomas Fanshawe, who was frequently away fighting on behalf of 
King Charles I during the English Civil War. Instead, she took up with a farmer named Ralph Chap-
lin, and together they robbed stages on their way to and from London, in addition to burning houses 
and slaughtering livestock. After Chaplin was captured and hanged, Katherine continued on with the 
life of a highwaywoman, keeping her true identity secret until she was shot during her final robbery, 
when she crawled back to die at Markyate Cell, the Ferrers family estate in western Hertfordshire. 
Following her death in 1660, legends grew concerning the supposed whereabouts of her treasure 
trove, while it has long been rumored that her ghost continues to haunt Markyate, even to this day.

The actual historical Katherine Ferrers is much more mundane. Like the legendary “wicked lady,” 
Katherine was a youthful heiress to the Ferrers family lands and fortune in and around Markyate, 
Hertfordshire, and became the ward of her stepfather following her mother’s death, who married her 
to his nephew Thomas. As committed royalists, the Fanshawes progressively sold off the Ferrers family 
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holdings in order to contribute to Charles I’s war chest. Markyate in fact had already been sold off in 
1657 to the Coppin family, which contradicts the legend that Katherine died there after being shot. 
Very little, in fact, survives in the historical record to describe Katherine’s life at all, much less her 
legendary career as a highwaywoman. What is intriguing is that parish records only list the date of her 
burial, and not of her death, lending credence to a legend that has continued relentlessly down to the 
twenty-first century in the local folklore of Hertfordshire.

Charles Beem
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KATHERINE FRANCIS (d. 1629)

On the evening of 8 April 1629 in Cowcrosse, Middlesex County, Katherine Francis and her hus-
band Robert had a fight, and Katherine stabbed her husband in the neck with a pair of scissors. The 
Middlesex County Records report that “he then and there died instantly.” According to the ballad 
account of her crime, Katherine and Robert Francis had a history of fighting violently, and they had 
been drinking for most of the day. When they returned home that night, Katherine sent another 
woman out for a pot of beer and committed the murder before this woman returned.

The ballad claims that “she long had thirsted for his blood / (even by her owne confession).” After 
confessing her crime to a neighbor, Francis was sent to New prison for the night, then to Newgate 
prison, where she awaited trial. Once condemned, she was burned at the stake at Clarkenwell Green 
in London on 21 April 1629. Her death and its resonance in popular culture are credited with usher-
ing in a period of great interest in women who murdered their husbands.

Simone Chess
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MARY FRITH [“MOLL CUTPURSE”] (ca. 1584–1659)

Mary Frith, more famously known as “Moll Cutpurse,” earned widespread notoriety as a social devi-
ant and a criminal. Her most visible affront could be seen in her choice of attire, for she insisted on 
striding about town dressed in breeches rather than wearing a skirt. Refusing to behave in a socially 
acceptable manner, Moll frequented taverns and plays, drank to excess, and became enmeshed in the 
local criminal scene.
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First a pickpocket, Moll later turned to the trade of fencing stolen goods, at which she was so suc-
cessful that she is credited with having amassed a fortune. Known for her blaspheming and cursing, 
Moll gained such infamy that Thomas Middleton and Thomas Dekker wrote a play about her called 
The Roaring Girl, or Moll Cutpurse (c.1605/11), a performance of which Moll attended. After the 
performance concluded, Moll climbed onto the stage, played the lute, and sang some bawdy songs, 
creating yet another unseemly public spectacle, especially because women were forbidden to appear 
on the public stage.

One of the most notable accounts of Moll’s public penance is her punishment for continuing to 
wear male attire in public. After one arrest, in 1612, Moll was subjected to public ridicule and forced 
to stand in the public square in order to confess aloud her unbecoming, disorderly conduct. While 
she put on a good show of contrition, weeping and promising to behave in a more modest and sober 
manner hereafter, one cynical account states that the excessive amount of drink she consumed prior 
to her public declaration of guilt aided the penitential tears she wept.

In her criminal careers as a pickpocket and a much sought-out fence for stolen goods, Moll dab-
bled in property crimes. She frequently ran afoul of the local authorities, who branded her hands for 
being a pickpocket, placed her in jail, convicted her of criminal behavior, and ultimately condemned 
the frequent offender to death. Because Moll had curried familiarity with the local jailers, she man-
aged to bribe her way to freedom. As a fence for stolen goods, Moll endeavored to turn a profit from 
both thieves and victims alike; they would turn to her either for assistance in buying their stolen 
goods or in locating their stolen property.

Moll seems to have enjoyed greater financial prosperity under the reign of Charles I than she did 
under the new government run by Oliver Cromwell. The 1662 publication of The Life of Mrs. Mary 
Frith romanticizes Moll’s actions, crediting her with triumphs scored against anti-royalists, such as 
turning to highway robbery with a band of thieves operating under her guidance and enlisting an 
expert forger in order to divert funds from the parliament into her hands. In spite of difficult cir-
cumstances, Moll managed to continue her trade as a fence and a cheat.

While it remains difficult to disentangle fact from fiction, Moll Cutpurse certainly lived the life 
of a notorious criminal for several decades. From her early penchant for preferring to roughhouse 
with boys, to her disdain for female attire, to her introduction into the art of the pickpocket, and to 
her establishment as a well-known fence, Moll insisted on living an independent life. In her will, she 
declared her wish to be buried as she had lived, wearing her breeches.

Debra Barrett-Graves
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ANNE GREENE (b. 1628, HANGED 1650, d. 1659)

In 1650, 22-year-old Anne Greene, a maid employed by Sir Thomas Read in Oxfordshire, was hanged 
to death, but she did not die. Greene was sentenced to death because she had been found guilty of 
murder after giving birth to a premature, stillborn son. Greene, who claimed that she had been 
seduced by her employer’s grandson, Jeffrey Read, and that she had not known she was pregnant, 
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concealed the body in the privy, and was therefore arrested and arraigned for murder. Under a 1624 
statute, single women who concealed their infant’s deaths could be presumed guilty of infanticide; 
thus, even though the examination of the fetus showed that it was extremely premature, Greene was 
still guilty according to the statute.

Greene was hanged on 14 December 1650; because she wanted a speedy death, she asked her 
friends to pull her body up and down and beat her chest, but the sheriff stopped them, fearing the 
rope might break. Once presumed dead, Greene’s body was brought to the College of Physicians for 
dissection. When the coffin was opened, Greene took a breath, which rattled in her chest. The doc-
tors stopped the dissection and tried to resuscitate her using various methods and finally placing her 
in a warm bed. After several hours, Greene was awake and able to speak. According to one pamphlet 
account of her miraculous revival, her first words upon waking were, “Behold God’s providence in 
raising me from death to life.”

Greene eventually recovered, although she lost her memory of the execution and resuscitation. 
The authorities granted her a reprieve, determining that she had been given a divine pardon and 
was not guilty. Confirming the notion of divine intervention, Greene’s greatest accuser, her employer 
Thomas Read, died three days after her hanging.

During her recovery, Anne saw visitors, and her father may have charged admission for these 
visits; this income paid for her apothecary bill and the legal fees associated with her pardon. Greene 
later recuperated with friends in the country, taking her coffin with her. She married and had three 
children before dying in 1659.

Greene’s recovery was celebrated in several pamphlets, most claiming a miracle of divine interven-
tion proving her innocence. Her detailed medical case study was published in the pamphlet Newes 
from the Dead, which also included poems from 41 scholars on Greene’s experiences. The popularity 
of Greene’s story of revival and legal pardon is credited as part of a turn in legal attitudes toward 
infanticide.

Simone Chess
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ANNE GUNTER (b. 1584)

Anne Gunter met King James I of England on 27 August 1605, the first of four meetings that 
year. She had been taken to meet the king by her father Brian, who through his connections at 
Oxford was able to arrange the meeting. Gunter was unhappy with the outcome of a trial on  
1 March 1605 of two women, Mary Pepwell and Elizabeth Gregory, who had been acquitted 
of bewitching Anne. The king delegated the case to Richard Bancroft and Samuel Harsnett, and 
Dr. Edward Jorden was asked to examine her. Anne was taken to stay with Harsnett, and it was at this 
time, away from her father’s influence, that she confessed to pretending to be bewitched and acting 
in fear of her father.
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Anne was born in May 1584 in Hungerford and was the youngest of five children. Her neighbor 
Nicholas Kirfoote told the Star Chamber that her father “made very little reckoning of her and dis-
liked her so much that . . .[in] making his will, would have bequeathed her only ten pounds for her 
portion.” Her father also beat her so much that she experienced suicidal thoughts because “her state 
of life was so odious and loathsome to her.”

During the summer of 1604, Anne became sick and her illness was diagnosed as hysteria. She 
became ill again in the fall, experiencing contortions and trances, and vomited pins and other odd 
objects; her clothing would become inexplicably twisted and misshapen. Her parents consulted sev-
eral doctors but no natural cause for her illness was found.

Anne publically blamed three women, Elizabeth Gregory, Agnes Pepwell, and her daughter Mary, 
for causing her illness. Her accusation of Elizabeth Gregory was most likely because of a fight at a 
football match in 1598, in which the Gregory family accused Brian Gunter of killing John and Rich-
ard Gregory. Agnes Pepwell had a reputation of being a witch, which is probably what led to Anne’s 
accusation. Anne claimed she could see the familiars of the three women: a black rat, a mouse with 
a man’s face, and a white toad. Anne also claimed to experience sickness and pain when Elizabeth 
Gregory did, experiencing pregnancy symptoms when Elizabeth was giving birth.

Even before the trial of the three women, people did not believe Anne’s story. One skeptic was 
Thomas Hinton, a distant relation to Anne’s father, although he had trouble convincing others of 
his doubts. However, the women were found not guilty of bewitching Anne, except for Agnes, who 
had fled. Despite the verdict, Anne’s symptoms continued. By November 1605 she was thought to 
be dying. In an attempt to save her, Anne was given an unusual concoction that included some of 
Elizabeth’s burnt hair and thatches from her house, a remedy that seemed to work.

Following her confession on 10 October 1605, there was a trial in the Star Chamber in Febru-
ary 1606. Anne and her father were charged with making false accusations and found guilty. Anne 
asked the court to have mercy, considering that she was acting under the orders of her father who 
tormented her with drugs and beatings. Brian Gunter was jailed. Following her trial, Anne is men-
tioned by King James as having fallen in love with one of Richard Bancroft’s servants with the sur-
name Ashley, but no further documents record what happened to Anne Gunter.

Megan Benson
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ANNE HAMTON (fl. 1641)

In the scathing account of her crime of murder in the 1641 broadside titled Murther, Murther, Anne 
Hamton, or Hampton, was described as the proud and wasteful wife of the patient and meek Rich-
ard Hamton. The author sensationalized her story even further by hinting that the gossipy Anne was 
bisexual as well. Although her husband’s death was indeed cause for suspicion, Anne’s trial was much 
less dramatic than the broadside led readers to believe.

Unhappy in her marriage, Anne confided in her widowed landlady, Margaret Harwood, who 
suggested that Anne was responsible for her own situation by allowing what she called a villainous 
husband to live. Initially resistant to the idea of murdering her husband, Anne ultimately agreed, 
allegedly buying enough poison to kill 10 men. She mixed the poison in Richard’s food and left 
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him swelling in exceeding agony while she went to seek Harwood’s help. Upon returning, the two 
women found Richard burst open and dead. Their screams attracted the neighbors as well as the 
police. Hamton was immediately imprisoned on suspicion of murder on 13 September 1641. The 
coroner’s inquest reports note that poison was found all around Richard’s heart, and when tested 
in a Venetian glass, the poison shattered the glass. Despite the damning “evidence” produced by 
the broadside, the Middlesex County Records note that on 17 September 1642 Anne was found 
not guilty.

Jaime Jordan
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JANE HATTERSLEY (d. 1609)

In 1609, Jane Hattersley was found guilty of delivering, killing, and conspiring to hide the bodies 
of several illegitimate children, born to her through her decade-long affair with her married master, 
Adam Adamson. According to the pamphlet The Bloudy Mother (1610) by Thomas Brewer, Adamson 
seduced Hattersley and promised her that he would marry her when his wife died.

Hattersley’s crime of infanticide was first discovered when she was living with and working for the 
King family in East Greensted. Unbeknown to the Kings, she was hiding a pregnancy, because “she 
so cunningly blinded the eyes of people, in the time that her sinne must needs appeare, with loose 
lacing, tucking, and other odde tricks that she used . . . none could perceive she was with childe.” One 
day, Mrs. King returned home earlier than planned and found Hattersley in labor. When she returned 
with witnesses, Hattersley denied the labor, yet they soon found a living baby wrapped in her apron. 
The pamphlet reports that as soon as Hattersley was alone with the baby she smothered it, although 
her guilt was not proven at that time. The baby was reportedly buried by its father, Adamson, in an 
orchard he had sold to Edward Duffel.

The pamphlet further claims that Hattersley delivered an unknown number of babies, killing 
at least three. One was delivered at the home of her sister, and this child was put to nurse and 
survived to be fostered. Hattersley and Adamson might have escaped discovery of this serial infan-
ticide, which continued for over a decade, had neighbors not overheard details about the baby 
buried in the orchard during a loud quarrel. When an investigation revealed the bones of an infant, 
Adamson and Hattersley were arrested and jailed. Adamson was able to make bond and later to 
avoid arraignment, and he promised Hattersley that he would help her to be pardoned. Instead, 
she was found guilty and hanged, not realizing until the last minute that her pardon would never 
come. According to The Bloudy Mother, Adamson was later plagued by worms and lice, as evidence 
of his guilt.

Simone Chess
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PETRONELLA BRIGHTRED HAYWARD (fl. 1580s)

After four years of living in prison, Petronella Brightred was pardoned for the poisoning of her hus-
band in 1587. Petronella was originally from Chittingstone and, after marrying her husband, took 
a lover named Thomas Hayward. Desperate to be together, Thomas and Petronella conspired to kill 
their respective spouses so they could then marry each other. Petronella carried out the crime by 
poisoning her husband and Thomas’s wife with ratsbane in the spring of 1583.

Petronella was convicted in March of 1583 and was to be executed by hanging, but a jury of 
matrons discovered that Petronella was pregnant in July, so her execution was delayed. It is uncertain 
if Petronella ever gave birth or if the pregnancy was fabricated to postpone her execution; regardless, 
the excuse of a pregnancy, known as “pleading pregnancy,” allowed Petronella to not only delay her 
execution but to obtain a pardon in 1587. Even though it had been four years since they first con-
spired to kill their spouses so they could be together, Petronella and Thomas Hayward were finally 
married following Petronella’s release from jail in 1587.

Megan Spruell
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JOAN HELLIKER (fl. 1603)

We know nothing of Joan Helliker’s life other than a single trace of it in the Bridewell records. On 
Monday, 3 May 1603, she was accused of theft. The single line entry reads: “Joan Helliker for steal-
ing milk from the cow in Islington fields, being with child was not punished but delivered.” On this 
occasion, the court seems to have had some regard for the child she carried.

Duncan Salkeld
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FRANCES HOWARD DEVEREUX CARR, COUNTESS OF ESSEX AND 
SOMERSET (1592–1632)

Frances Howard, Countess of Somerset, attracted controversy throughout her adult life and was at 
the center of scandals that included charges of witchcraft, poisoning, adultery, and murder. Frances’s 
first marriage to Robert Devereux, 3rd Earl of Essex, in January 1606 was a political match between 
two powerful families; at their wedding, a masque commissioned from Ben Jonson, Hymenaei, was 
performed. But their marriage was not consummated at the time because of their young age. Essex 
departed for a three-year continental tour, but upon his return the marriage was still not consum-
mated, apparently because of his antipathy for his wife. The potential for political damage to the repu-
tations of both families was immense, but with the consent of both sides in 1613 Frances petitioned 
the ecclesiastical courts for an annulment.
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In his deputation Essex admitted impotence, but said he had no such difficulties with other 
women. This led the courts to consider whether Frances had used witchcraft upon him, but while 
this accusation was eventually dropped, the suggestion did not help her future reputation. The court 
ordered that Frances be searched by a number of matrons to discover if she was indeed a virgin, or if 
there was any physical reason why she could not have intercourse. She passed this ordeal in spite of 
rumors, because by this time she had formed a rather public relationship with Robert Carr, a favorite 
of James I. There was some speculation about Frances’s request for permission to veil her face during 
the examination to spare her embarrassment, given concerns that this would allow a substitute to be 
presented in her place, a possibility said to be alluded to in the popular Jacobean play, The Change-
ling. Following pressure from the king, the marriage was nullified on 25 September 1613, and three 
months later Carr and Frances were married.

Their marriage led to yet more notoriety for Frances when it emerged two years later that during 
the summer of 1613 she had been involved in the plot to murder Sir Thomas Overbury, who was 
imprisoned in the Tower of London at the time. Overbury had been Carr’s friend and had helped 
his burgeoning romance with Frances, but he was opposed to her annulment, and it had become 
clear that Overbury was a threat to her desire to remarry. When a lieutenant at the Tower, Sir Gervase 
Elwes, revealed in 1615 that he had been aware of a plot to poison Overbury, enemies at court of both 
Carr – who was made Earl of Somerset on his wedding – and the powerful Howard families quickly 
moved to ensure that the trail leading back to Carr, Frances, and her waiting woman Anne Turner 
resulted in official court proceedings.

It was at this time that publications began to appear calling the countess, as she now was, “a maid, 
a witch, a Countess and a whore.” The Somersets were imprisoned in October 1615 and brought to 
trial the following January. Their only child, a daughter Anne, was born in prison in 1615. The coun-
tess confessed her part in the plot in May 1616, for which the king granted her a pardon. However, 
the couple was not released from the Tower until 1622, perhaps because her husband did not confess 
his guilt.

Frances Howard, Countess of Somerset died at Chiswick on 23 August 1632, possibly of uterine 
cancer.

Sara Read
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AGNES COTELL HUNGERFORD (1470–1523)

During the Victorian period, the beautiful Agnes Cotell was rumored to haunt her final resting place, 
Christ Church in Greyfriars. According to the legend, when Agnes became aware of another specter, 
Queen Isabella, she became jealous of her beauty, and the two began fighting with such vehemence 
that they scared the night watchman away.

Agnes was not a stranger to violence during her lifetime, either. Little is known about her early 
years, except her marriage to John Cotell, who knew or worked for Sir Edward Hungerford of 
Heytesbury, Knight. Although not as high ranking as Sir Edward, John Cotell was most likely a 
gentleman; however, Agnes apparently wished to be with a man of a higher rank. While on a visit to 
Sir Edward’s Castle of Farley in July 1518, John Cotell was strangled with his own linen neckerchief 
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by William Mathewe and William Inges, who then put his body in the kitchen furnace. Within 
five months’ time, the two Williams and Agnes were in residence at Farley Castle, the latter as Lady 
Hungerford.

No one knows how or when Hungerford’s first wife Jane died, but Edward and Agnes shared 
a great deal of trust during their short marriage, as evidenced by the fact that Hungerford named 
Agnes as the sole executrix of his will to the exclusion of his son by his first wife, Walter Hungerford. 
Agnes and the two Williams remained safe from accusation during Sir Edward’s lifetime, protected 
by his rank and position as sheriff of the county in which the murder occurred. However, seven 
months after Sir Edward’s death in January 1522, Lady Agnes was summoned to parliament, accused 
of procuring her first husband’s death as well as comforting and aiding the murderers afterward. All 
of her possessions were forfeited to the king and later returned to her stepson, Walter Hungerford. 
Agnes Cotell Hungerford was hanged alongside William Mathewe at Tyburn on 20 February 1523 
and subsequently laid to rest in the church at Greyfriars. William Inges was hanged six months later.

Jaime Jordan
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MARY RYDER LAKE (1575–1643)

Mary Ryder Lake was placed in the Tower of London in January 1619 after she, her husband 
Thomas, and her daughter Ann, Lady Ros had been found guilty of slandering Frances Brydges 
Smith Cecil, Countess of Exeter. The Lakes were told they had to admit their wrongs and apolo-
gize to the countess before they would each be released. Before the year was out, her husband and 
daughter had made their submissions, but Mary adamantly refused; although she was most likely 
guilty, she also stayed true to herself, a self who was outspoken and often quarrelsome.

The daughter of Sir William Ryder, once Lord Mayor of London, and a very successful and 
wealthy merchant, Mary was born in 1575. In 1591 she married Thomas Lake, who worked for Sir 
Francis Walsingham and had been appointed one of the clerks of the signet in 1589. They had five 
children: Thomas, Arthur, Ann, Bridget, and Elizabeth.

Although Mary was one of more than a dozen siblings, by the time of her father’s death in 1611 
she was his co-heir with her sister Susanna, widow of Sir Thomas Caesar. Ryder intended to divide 
his estate equally between the two women, but still they apparently disputed the terms of the will, 
suggesting Mary’s combative nature. The Lakes eventually received property valued at £20,000.

Soon after Elizabeth I’s death, the Council sent Mary’s husband Thomas to Scotland to inform 
James VI/I about events in England. James was so impressed by Lake that he knighted him and often 
invited him to go hunting. After the death of Principal Secretary Robert Cecil, Earl of Salisbury in 
1612, Lake took over much of the work but did not receive the title. Those at court thought this may 
have been because of suspicions that the Lake family was secretly Catholic; many concluded, however, 
it was because Lake’s wife was a shrew.

In 1616 Thomas was finally appointed second principal secretary. The Lakes found themselves 
powerful enough to arrange a marriage between their daughter Ann and William Cecil, Lord Ros, 
grandson of Thomas Cecil, Earl of Exeter. But the marriage was unhappy, and the Lakes attempted 
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to force Lord Ros and his family to make a settlement for Ann by threatening to tell people that 
Lord Ros had an affair with his young step-grandmother, and that she, Frances, Countess of 
Exeter, had attempted to poison Ann. Instead the earl accused the Lakes of slander. Lord Ros fled 
England for Italy, where he died soon after. In early 1619 the charges and countercharges were 
finally heard in the Star Chamber with James I himself as head judge. He found for the Exeters, 
and the Lakes were heavily fined and sent to the Tower.

While Thomas and Ann soon confessed and were released, Mary refused. Instead, in November 
of 1619 she wrote to the countess telling her to search her conscience. James I was furious when 
he learned of this, but the following year he finally released Mary Lake on the condition that she 
would eventually do her submission. Mary’s refusal to be submissive continued for the rest of her life. 
When she died in 1642, a poem about her was shared in manuscript that described her as a “shame 
to womankind.”

Carole Levin
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MARY OSBORNE (fl. 1580)

Mary was a prisoner in the Horsham Gaol from at least July 1581 to July 1585 and possibly longer. 
After finding herself in this situation, she may have decided to become pregnant in order to gain 
sympathy from the court or delay her execution. Whether it was planned or not, Mary was remanded 
for pregnancy in July 1581. When she was examined in March 1582, she was said to be quick with 
child, but there was no indication as to how long she had been pregnant at that time. Her son, Arnold, 
was baptized on 30 September 1584. Mary claimed the father was Raph Gelley, another prisoner in 
Horsham Gaol.

There are records in the Horsham parish of two women with the same name during this time 
frame who may have been the criminal Mary Osborne. The first one, Mary, or Marye, Osborne, 
daughter of Walter and Alys Osborne was baptized on 17 January 1555. The second one, Mary 
Osborne, daughter of John Osborne was baptized on 22 July 1565. The same records indicate a Mary 
Osborne as buried on 13 June 1583, but there is no indication as to which of the two women this 
was, except to describe her as “a poor mayde.”

Stephanie Seketa
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EULALIA GLANFIELD PAGE (d. 1591)

In 1591, Eulalia Page was condemned and executed for conspiring with her lover George Strangwidge 
to kill her husband. Eulalia Glanfield, or Glandfield, had been forced by her parents to marry Page, a 
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wealthy local widower, although she already loved Strangwidge. According to the pamphlet Sundrye 
strange and inhumaine Murthers, lately committed, Eulalia tried for a year to poison her husband but did 
not succeed in killing him. She also apparently swore an oath that she would never bear Page’s chil-
dren, having before insisted that she would never “beare child of his getting that should prosper.” She 
is reported to have had a stillbirth and another child who died.

Together with Strangwidge, Eulalia Page hired two murderers, Robert Priddis – one of Page’s 
employees – and Thomas Stone. These men broke into Page’s room at night and strangled him to 
death, breaking his neck in the process. The pamphlet reports that Eulalia Page pretended innocence 
about the murder, telling her husband’s family that he was sick, not dead. When the family saw 
through her “counterfeit manner,” they called for an investigation and discovered the truth of Page’s 
violent death. Priddis was the first to be arrested, and then Stone, Strangwidge, and Page herself were 
implicated. Strangwidge confessed, claiming that he had sent a letter calling off the murder, but that it 
had come too late to stop the crime. Eulalia Page was questioned by Sir Francis Drake and a council 
of other Plymouth magistrates, and she confessed to the crime, saying that “she had rather dye with 
Strangwidge than to live with Padge.”

In the end, all of the accomplices were jailed and then executed at Barnstaple instead of Devon-
shire; because of a plague in 1591, assizes were held at Barnstaple where the conspirators were listed 
in the parish register. The male conspirators were hanged, but Eulalia Page, having been found guilty 
of petty treason for killing her husband, was burned. This conspiracy and murder were popular fodder 
for broadside ballads, which generally include a warning about the dangers of forced marriage: “You 
Parents fond that greedy minded be, / And seeke to graft upon a golden tree: / Consider well, and 
rightfull Judges be.” This murder was the likely topic of a now lost play, Page of Plymouth, probably 
written by Ben Jonson and Thomas Dekker in 1599.

Simone Chess
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ELLEN PENDLETON [FLODDER] (d. 1616)

On 11 June 1615 in Wymondham, Norfolk, Ellen Pendleton, alias Ellen “Flodder,” struck the first 
match of what would come to be known as “The Great Fire of 1615,” setting nearly 300 houses ablaze 
in the historic town and exemplifying the seriousness and desperation of the commoner’s plight in 
England during this period of intense social unrest. Characterized as a rogue and employed by Sir Wil-
liam Stanley, Pendleton led troupes of discontented peasants in attacks on Norfolk, Lincoln, Leicester, 
and Kent, burning the homes in which Protestants and Puritans lived.

Under the reign of King James I, England was facing dramatic religious upheaval and conflict 
between Catholics and Protestants, in addition to enormous national debt and financial instability. 
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Although she was a woman and a vagabond, Pendleton’s misadventures were not unusual: they typi-
fied the widespread dissent that posed a threat to absolute monarchical power. During the summer of 
1615, Pendleton was apprehended in Norfolk after Margaret Bix, a local woman, offered information 
about Pendleton’s involvement in setting fire to the town. Although others of Pendleton’s cohort had 
been arrested and executed, her death was postponed when officials discovered that she was with 
child, and instead she was held in the Castle of Norwich for questioning about the movements and 
future plans of the rogue army. A letter sent from the Privy Council on 27 August 1615 to the high 
sheriff of Norfolk ordered the postponement of Pendleton’s execution because she was pregnant and 
indicated her cooperation in helping to apprehend her accomplices. However, a subsequent letter 
from the Council revealed that Pendleton furnished false information regarding the whereabouts of 
the vagabonds, and the stay of execution was lifted.

Sarah Whitt
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JUDITH PHELPS (fl. 1594)

On 14 February 1594 Judith Phelps was whipped through the streets of London after being convicted 
of cozenage in which she used cunning to deceive a widow. Judith was married, but frustrated by her 
husband’s poverty, she left him and traveled to Hampshire where she engaged in many acts of deceit.

In Hampshire, Phelps had a wealthy but gullible neighbor. Phelps set out to deceive him by 
appearing at his house as a fortune-teller who predicted that he had a great sum of silver and gold 
buried on his property. When he and his wife demanded proof, she instructed them to dig under a 
holly bush where they found a sixpence and a gold angel, which Judith had buried there the previ-
ous night. Convinced, he offered Judith a fee for helping him to find the rest of the treasure on his 
property. Judith asked for £14, five lit candlesticks each with a gold angel underneath, and a saddle 
and bridle. Judith saddled the man and rode on his back three times; she then instructed him and his 
wife to remain outside of their home while she went inside to meet with a Queen of Fairies. Judith 
took the gold angels, disguised herself as the Queen of Fairies, and left the house.

The man, discovering that he had been deceived, rode to Winchester after Judith where she was 
eventually found and punished. Judith did not learn her lesson, and with the help of two male accom-
plices she befriended a widow in the St. Nicholas Shambles, a parish of London. The two men found 
out many personal details about the widow so that Judith could read her fortune with great accuracy. 
Eventually, Judith conned the widow into giving her a great sum of money, but the widow caught on 
to Judith’s plan and had her arrested. Judith was then whipped throughout the city.

Valerie Schutte
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ANN LAKE CECIL RODNEY, LADY ROS (1600–1630)

In 1619 Ann Lake Cecil, widow of William Cecil, Lord Ros, with her parents Thomas and Mary 
Lake, was found guilty in the Star Chamber of slandering Frances Brydges Smith Cecil, Countess 
of Exeter. King James I called her father a second Adam, and Ann herself a second Eve, tempting 
him to do wrong, and the Lakes were sent to the Tower until they confessed. They also had to 
pay damages. Only three years earlier, the Lakes had been very pleased to negotiate a marriage 
between their daughter and the grandson of the Earl of Exeter; no one would have expected such 
an outcome.

Ann was born in 1600. Her father had been a minor official in Elizabeth I’s reign but gained 
more status in the reign of James. In 1616 he became second secretary of state and he had gained 
enough status to arrange an aristocratic marriage for his oldest daughter. In February 1616, when 
Ann Lake married William, Lord Ros, grandson of Thomas Cecil, Earl of Exeter, she thought that 
her gentry family had achieved the ultimate reward for her father’s hard work. But the marriage 
did not work out, and the attempts of Ann and her parents to get a settlement led to charges and 
countercharges.

The Lakes threatened to make public claims that Ann’s husband had an affair with Frances, his 
step-grandmother, who was only a decade older. In 1617 Lord and Lady Ros reconciled and even 
lived with his grandparents. But the reconciliation did not last, and Lord Ros fled the country, only to 
die in Italy in 1618. In the meantime the Lakes pushed the Exeters further for a settlement, threaten-
ing they would tell not only about the affair but that the countess had attempted to poison Ann. But 
instead of paying off the Lakes, the earl claimed his wife had been slandered and begged the king for 
justice.

In January 1619 the case was heard in the Star Chamber. Ann claimed that the Countess of Exeter 
had confessed to her and she had a witness to prove it. But when her maid Sarah Swarton testified 
that she had eavesdropped from behind the hangings in the room at their palace at Wimbledon, James 
insisted they all go there and reenact the episode. The hangings came only to Sarah’s knees and James 
triumphantly pointed out she would have been seen and thus must not be telling the truth. After the 
guilty verdict against the Lakes, Sarah was branded on her cheeks and imprisoned, although after her 
confession she was freed some months later.

By June, Ann, Lady Ros left the Tower after she confessed that the charges were all invented and 
begged for forgiveness, blaming everything on her parents. In November 1621 Ann married George 
Rodney and the two moved to Somerset, where the Rodney family had land. Ann died in 1630 at 
the age of 30. The memorial her husband put up for her described her as a good wife.

Carole Levin
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ANNE SAUNDERS (d. 1573)

On 25 March 1573, a London merchant named George Saunders was murdered on his way to 
St. Mary Cray. The murder was witnessed by a servant of Saunders’s friend, John Beane, who was 
stabbed several times, but survived to implicate the killer, George Browne. As the facts of his murder 
came to light, it became clear that George Browne was in love with Saunders’s wife, Anne, and had 
been hired to commit the crime. Although both she and her lover denied her involvement, ultimately 
Anne Saunders was found guilty of conspiring in her husband’s murder, along with her friend Anne 
Drewry and Drewry’s servant, Roger Clement, known as “trusty Roger.”

According to Holinshed’s Chronicles, George Browne received a secret letter from Anne Drewry, 
letting him know that Saunders would lodge at the house of his friend, Master Barnes in Woolwich, 
and then go on foot to St. Mary Cray the next day. George lay in wait and there killed him and 
injured John Beane’s servant. John Beane was injured and appeared dead, but crept on all fours into 
Woolwich, where he gave “evident mark of the murderer.” After committing the murder, Browne 
sent word to Drewry, who paid him and assured him that he could now marry Anne “whom he 
seemed to love excessivelie.” After a search, Browne was apprehended in Rochester, and he confessed. 
He was arraigned on 18 April and was condemned and executed on 20 April. Browne insisted that 
Anne was not privy to this plan; up until his hanging he insisted on her innocence. Drewry and 
Roger confessed, and Anne, having just delivered a baby, was arraigned on 6 May at the Guildhall. 
Together, the three were tried for procuring and paying for murder. They pleaded not guilty but were 
condemned as accessories and hanged. Saunders’s trial was delayed because she was pregnant, but she 
was executed on 13 May.

Adding to the scandal, in a pamphlet about the crime titled A briefe discourse of the late murther of 
master George Sanders, Arthur Golding reported that Anne Saunders, while in jail and proclaiming her 
innocence, seduced a suspended minister, George Mell, to the point where he tried to bribe Drewry 
to take the full blame and sued for a pardon on Anne Saunders’s behalf. For his involvement, Mell was 
sentenced to the pillory, with a paper pinned to his breast to show that his punishment was for col-
lusion with Anne Saunders. Golding’s pamphlet includes a supposed confession and prayer by Anne 
Saunders, in which she admits “murtherous intent to procure my saide husbande to be brereved of 
his life.”

The murder of George Saunders and Anne’s role in that conspiracy were recorded in Golding’s 
pamphlet, Holinshed’s Chronicles, Stow’s Annals, and a ballad, as well as dramatized in the anonymous 
play A Warning for All Women (1599).

Simone Chess
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MARTHA SCAMBLER (d. 1614)

Martha Scambler appeared at the Old Bailey sessions of 18 and 19 July 1614 for the murder of an 
infant son that nobody, even her family, knew she had birthed. A neighbor of Scambler’s relation near 
Bishopsgate with whom she lived opened their communal privy vault one day to release a trapped 
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dog and happened to discover a lifeless newborn, “lying all besmeared with the filth of that loathsome 
place,” as a surviving pamphlet account sensationally describes.

A panel of women organized to search out the child’s mother among the “loose livers and 
common harlots” of the community finally identified Scambler as a likely candidate. Upon exami-
nation, she confessed to delivering the child secretly and without aid of a midwife or any other 
person. Suggestions that she may have initially sought remedy to abort the child, to “make spoil of 
the bed of creation before it can receive true form,” are also levied by the pamphlet, as well as the 
imputation that she made her living as a prostitute. At length, Scambler pleaded guilty, admitting 
that the child had been born alive, and was hanged on the Tyburn Tree on 21 July alongside several 
other criminals. One of these others was John Arthur, a beggar and “London Cripple” accused of 
strangling a woman to death near Islington – a woman he was betrothed to marry. Although oth-
erwise unrelated, both cases appear as subjects in the aforementioned pamphlet, asserting several 
thematic resonances between the crimes, including reputation, poverty, prostitution, “monstrous” 
domestic betrayal, and the supposed influence of the devil. The pamphlet concludes with two 
“sorrowful ditties” in ballad meter, purportedly written the night before the executions, by both 
Scambler and Arthur in which they admit their guilt and mournfully admonish others to avoid 
similar paths of sin.

Geoffrey A. Johns
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FRANCES BRYDGES THROCKMORTON (b. 1536–d. after 1559)

Frances Throckmorton remains largely absent from historical records until 1559 when she was 
imprisoned on the charge of witchcraft, specifically with respect to the attempted poisoning of 
her husband George Throckmorton. Frances was born about 1536 to John Brydges, Baron Chan-
dos of Sudeley and his wife Elizabeth Grey. The date at which she married Throckmorton is not 
known.

A Royal Commission was appointed to investigate the alleged case of witchcraft and witnesses 
testified that Lady Throckmorton had sought by “many devices and devilish inventions” to bring 
about her husband’s destruction. Throckmorton charged the poisons had driven him “mad.” After 
Frances’s mother, Lady Elizabeth Chandos, made several appeals to high-ranking officials, including 
William Cecil, a second hearing convened where it was discovered that Throckmorton’s witnesses 
previously had given false testimony, having been bullied and threatened with imprisonment “if 
they would not confess and affirm that which he [Throckmorton] did recite.” Ultimately, the final 
judgment of the commissioners was that Lady Throckmorton, “being overmuch given to give ear 
to fantastical practices of palmistry and such like devices,” had resorted to the use of potions only 
out of the desire to win her husband’s love.

In the historical scholarship, Lady Throckmorton is often referred to as Mary but this seems 
incorrect. While several explanations have been offered, the most probable is that Mary was 
Frances’s older sister who happened to be George Throckmorton’s second wife. Although the 
date of Frances’s death is not known, most conclude that when Mary married George, she mar-
ried her widowed brother-in-law. Regardless, it seems that the Lady Throckmorton in question 
here was Frances, and this is supported by at least one source that identifies Frances Thockmor-
ton as being held in Fleet prison in 1559 on the suspicion of “bewitching her husband during 
seven years past.” That would place the date of marriage between Frances Brydges and George 


